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into the Range Counter (RC). RC is advanced by count
ing the 8 lis long clock pulses generated from 125 MHz 
Master Counter (MC2). The range tin<e ends when RC is 
overrun. A master clear pulse is then generated, 
restoring the Digitizer to the initial conditions. A 
new start pulse can then be accepted. 

Each time the Digitizer accepts a start pulse, 
the gated Deadtime Clock is started, having the clock 
period determined by the length T,. of a delay line DL. 
Also, an Enable/Dcadtime counter (DC] is loaded from 
Enable Register (liRJ. The number of deadtime clock 
pulses that are needed to bring DC to zero is equal 
to the content of the PR. At this point the stop input 
of the Digitizer is internally enabled and a Stop 
Enable signal output is also available for external 
timing. DC and HR have a 12-bit range and if a 100 ns 
deadtimc clock period was selected by using the right 
length of Dl., the enable time covers a range from 
100 ns to 0.4 ms in 100 ns increments. 

When enabled, the Digitizer will accept stop 
pulses which are coincident with the stop enable 
signal at the input of the dual interpolator. S , in 
Tig. 1 will thus be the first accepted stop. Stop 
input circuit remains busy and cannot accept other 
stops for the duration of the valid stop signal. An 
average time of 101) ns is needed to digitize the "first 
stop" interval (T,) in the Master Counter (MC).the 
"Coarse" Counter (CC) and the "Fine" Counter (FC), and 
transfer the data into the corresponding registers 
(MR, CR and I-'R). A "first stop" system tag is also 
generated and strobed into registers along with T, 
marking the beginning of each stop pulse hurst after 
a new start. 

The valid stop output is most useful in calculat
ing statistical corrections lor the losses, especially 
at high stop pulse rates. Fixed stop deadtijne of 
constant duration,that the Digitizer provides simpli
fies the calculation of the correction. Longer Digi
tizer stop deadtimes are often needed, when additional 
information describing a particular stop pulse is to 
be strobed into the registers along with the digital 
time information. External 18 tag inputs are available 
for recording the amplitude of the stop signal and its 
detector number in the Tag latch (TL). The minimum 
stop deadtime of 100 ns can be made longer by the 
deadtime counter. The deadtime clock is started once 
for each valid stop and Deadtime Register (DR) data 
is strobed into the DC. The valid stop time will be 
increased by 100 ns for each of the DC clock pulses 
counted. The deadtime range is 12 bits, the same as 
the enable time range. The deadtime can be changed 
any time if DR is reloaded by a new CAMAC command. 

In Fig. 1, only the stops S , to S met the \>c P4 
acceptance conditions. They were tagged and quickly 
shifted through the registers. There are three groups 
of fast derandomizing registers that also gradually 
perform some arithmetic functions to be described 
later (Figs. 2 and 3). Each transfer requires less 
than 100 ns. A Summing Counter (SC) (the third 
register stage) delivers each completed stop event to 
the 128-stage FIFO register for fast storage in 48-bit 
words. 

The CAMAC readout from FIFO to a computer is com
paratively slow for the high stop event rates that 
the Digitizer can provide. There is a high probabi
lity of having some stop events rejected because of 
the register space shortage. Any stop event that can
not be transferred because all of the registers are busy 

will have the valid stop time [and thus the deadtime) 
stretched beyond the preset stop deadtime. Such stop 
event will be eventually transferred into the register, 
but along with a "buffer full ' system tag. The average 
deadtime of the tagged stop burst is longer than the 
deadtime of one that is untagged. The incomplete burst 
can be either rejected or the appropriate statistical 
corrections made. 

Dual Interpolation Principle 

Interpolation techniques are often used for digiti
zing time intervals which are smaller than one full 
reference clock pulse and therefore can not be resolved 
by simple counting (nee the Refs.). An example of single 
interpolation is shown in Fig. 4, line 4, where an in
terval T au-T 0/2 is stretched and then digitized. 
pacitor is charged by a constant current for a duration 
of the time interval T-u'T /2. At point b which is 
coincident with a clock pulse, the charging current is 
turned off. The capacitor is then brought to its 
initial level by a discharge current which is K times 
smaller than the charge current. The resulting 
stretched time interval T, is therefore K times longer 
than T,. "T0/2. 'I. can be digitized by counting the 
number of clock pulse periods. The time resolution in 
digitizing T . is thus increased by a factor of K. High 
resolutions can be achieved by using either higher 
clock frequencies and/or a large K, but the conversion 
time may be prohibitively long. 

In order to shorten the conversion time, a new 
dual interpolation technique is used. Interval 
T b-T /2 is first stretched K=K times into a "coarse" 
interval TV. K c is low enough so that the maximum 
conversion time is short. The small time interval(T ,) 
[line 5) between the end of T. and the second following 
clock pulse is stretched once again by a factor K p into 
a "fine" interval T, . T, is digitized by counting 
N r T d e / T o c l o c ^ P"lses. Each fraction of the "coarse" 
interval that equals T is thus worth K,. "fine" clock 
pulses. Since each fraction of T . that equals T is 
worth K_ clock periods, each "fine" count is equivalent 
to T0/KcKp. The net result is equivalent to an inter
polation, where T,-I would be stretched by a factor 
K ^ K p , and then digitized by counting ^KcKpTab^o 
clock pulses. Each count then represents an increment 
of TQ/K. The total conversion time T that would be 

required for such a single interpolation is 

T s=U +KMT a b-T 0/2), or 
Ts=( 1 + KcV C Tab-V 2) W 

where T J I is a constant, selected to reduce the con
version time and 

K-I^Kp (2) 
IC, and K p are the "coarse" and the "fine" conversion 
ratios. The dual interpolation as illustrated in Fig. 4 
(lines 4 and 6) that would give the same resolution as 
the single interpolation in Eq. 1 requires a total con
version time of 

TD= Tab + Thc + Tcd + Td e = C 1 + V r J a b - T o M l + K F ) T c d (3) 
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The dual interpolation conversion time is thus 
shorter by the ratio T /T,. The worst case is when 
(T a b-T o) = T c d , giving the ratio 

V Td = C ' T : K F
+ i : ) / ' C K C + K F + 2 ) = ( : K + i : ) ^ K C / K C 2 + " : K C 4 K ^ W 

Eq. (4) has a maximum when d(T s /T d )/dK c «0 , i . e . 

t T max -ft (s) 

version and the second following "coarse" cloLk pulse. 
T c d " V 2 " KFTde ™ 

T, is the "fine" start gate signal, digitizing 
N, "fine" clock pulses. The stop pulse, accepted at 
the point f, will be followed by a similar sequence of 
pulses: 

W 2 " K c V V C 1 1 ) 

These are the optimum K- and Kp for the shortest 
dual conversion. F.q, (4) then becomes 

ff-il 
C V T d ] m a x = CK+l)/2f^cVl3 ' 4^ /K [when K is large) 

When a "fine" conversion s t a r t s , the "coarse" 
conversion is already completed. The next "coarse" 
conversion of a new event can s tar t even if the "f ine" 
conversion of the previous event is s t i l l in progress. 
The total conversion time i s then only sl ightly longer 
than a sinj;le "coarse" conversion, The total conver
sion time is thus further reduced almost by a factor 
of two: 

( T s / T d ) c = (K+1)/GJK+2) (7) 

The resolution required by the digitizer described 
in this report was 125 ps. A clock frequency of 
125 MHz was selected, i.e. T =8 ns. Therefore K=64, 
thus if Kc=K,-=8, we find Cr«./Td)c=6.5. The total dual 
interpolation time is therefore 6.5 times shorter than 
a convetional single interpolation with the same T . 

Due to the very short conversion time there is no 
need for two separate start and stop interpolators. 
The same dual interpolator performs both start and 
stop conversions by feeding both start and stop pulses 
into the same input. Virtual immunity to the tempera
ture change is thus achieved because the interpolator 
is self tracking. For the same reason, large varia
tions in stop pulse burst rates do not affect the 
stability of the measurement. If separate interpo
lators are used, a significant time drift may result 
if there is a large difference between start and stop 
signal rates. 

In Fig. 4 a start pulse is shown, at the point 
a, followed by a stop pulse at f. The measured time 
interval T f can be split into three fractions. 

'af Tab + Tbg" Tfg (85 
T . is the fraction of T - between the leading 

edge of the start pulse and the second following clock 
pulse at b, and T- is the fraction between the leading 
edge of the stop pulse and the second following clock 
pulse at g. The acceptance of the start pulse and 
later on of the stop pulse will cause two "coarse" -
"fine" conversions in the dual interpolator. In order 
to shorten the "coarse" conversion, time, the conver
sion start is delayed by T /2 (see line 4) so that 

Tab"V2 = W c d J W 
Tj^j i s the "coarse" gate signal spanning a to ta l of 

fu l l clock intervals , T , ( l ine 6) i s the time 

W 2 - T F T i k 
Combining F.qs. 9 to 12, the Fq. 8 becomes 

(12) 

N, 

VTo= fVV-tVV'V^ik-'W^F w 
At the point h the clock pulses are enabled until 

the digitizer is master cleared at the end of the preset 
time range. The counting of the clock pulses during 
the "real" time interval T. is shared by the auxiliary 
counter (AC) and the Master Counter (MC) in Fig. 2. 
AC starts first to count only 8 initial clock pulses 
during the period T^ and then switches the counting to 
MC. AC also genera'tes a carry signal in the space half
way across 1\ which adds missing 8 counts to MC in ad
vance. Thus MC idles during 'IA following each accepted 
event, allowing the strobing of data from it (waveform 
21) into the Master Register (MR). MC, resuming the 
cuunting after each T/\, retains thus the correct digital 
reference to the initial start point b. Transfer of 
data follows from the "Coarse" Counter (CC) into the 
"Coarse" Register (CR) and from the "Fine" Counter (FC) 
into the "Fine" Register (FR) as soon as the counting 
is completed, in order to enable the interpolator for 
a new stop event. 

The second shift of the data follows immediately. 
MR transfers the data into the Second Register (SR) 
(Fig. 3). CR transfers 14, into the "Coarse" Start 
Register (CS t r) and FR transfers N d c into the "Fine" 
Start Register (FSt ) , where they remain stored for 
the rest of the preset time range. 

After a stop pulse is accented, MC switches the 
counting to AC at the point g (lines 12 and 13 
in Fig. 4). MC contains at g a total of N.+N, counts, 
which is then transferred into SR by the strobe M . 

sp 
The missing N. pulses are then added to MC and the 
counting in MC resumed at the point j (line 13). N . 
"coarse" stop counts are transferred from CC into 
CR by the strobe pulse C and NJJ. "fine" stop counts 
are strobed from FC into FR by the strobe pulse F( 

MR, CR and FR are again immediately cleared, and the 
interpolator enabled for the new stop event. The next 
rapid data transfer follows: N.+N, is strobed from MR 
into the Second Register (SR), N . from CR into the 
"Coarse" Stop Register (CS ) , and N i ] { from FR into the 
'Tine" Stop Register (FS ). 

The data transfer between the register is shorter 
than the interpolation time. The flow of events is 
thus derandomizing the high rate of stop events. Now 
the registers contain all the data needed for the compu
tation of Eq. 13. The incremental resolution of 125 ps 

sp 

'bd 
N b d 

fraction between the end of "the "coarse" s t a r t con- «»" b e S ta ined by selecting Kj, 2 V 1 8 and 
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Kf = 2 n f 1 = 8. Eq. 13 can be rewritten into 
T a f / T o " C N A * N d g ) + C V ^ ) / K c + ( N i k + N d 0 ) / K c K F -

-C2+2/Kc-l/KcKF) (14) 

N!, and N, are the complements of Mj, and N, , and 
N • + FJ. is the complement of N • + TJ b d Only adding 
operations are required since the last term is a con
stant. The "fine" stop is added to the complement of 
the "fine" start in the "Fine" Adder (FA), and the 
"coarse" stop is added to the complement of the "coarse" 
start in the "Coarse" Adder (CA). Then FA is added to 
the complement of CA in the Second Adder (SA). Finally, 
SA and SC data is strobed into a register in the Summing 
Counter (SC). The registers SR, CS and FS are now 
free for the next stop event. 

The Summing Counter (SC) is the third fast deran-
domizing register stage. It contains a synchronous 
counter where SR data is strobed, and also has a 
register storing the result of the interpolation from 
SA. SC data output is the final result of computing 
the liq, 14. 'Die total measured start/stop interval is 
given by a 28-bit word, covering a range of up to 32 ms 
with a resolution of 1/8 ns. In addition, 18 tag bits 
are strobed along with the time information, since 
each register stage contains also a 18-bit tag section. 
18 external connectors can be used either for tag sig
nals or for any information regarding a particular 
stop event. Tags should be strobed into Tag Latch (TL) 
a few nanoseconds after a stop event was accepted. 
The tag data propagates from register along with the 
time data. 

Two more "system" tags are also generated. A 
"First stop" tag marks the first stop event in a burst 
after each new start. A "Register full" tag marks each 
stop event whose transfer was delayed because the 
registers were busy. The deadtime of such a stop 
event is longer than the preset deadtime, which may 
greatly complicate data statistics. The two "system" 
tags define when and where the pile-up occurred so 
that the whole burst may be eliminated by the computer 
if necessary. 

The SC is followed by a "first-in-first-out" 
(FIFO) register (FR). 128 words of 48-bit data can be 
stored in FR at the rates exceeding 10 MHz. The FR 
readout takes two 24-bit CAMAC cycles for each event. 
The FR can also be overwritten by CAMAC commands for 
testing or for the restorage of data. 

A number of manual controls and LED displays 
makes it easier to monitor and check the operation of 
the Time Digitizer. Also, fast NIM output signals are 
provided for the external timing of the input logic and 
tagging. 

Experimental Results 
The digitizer can derandomize and process time 

events at average rates close to 10 MHz. Itr 
storage capacity of 131 events is adequate for single 
long stop bursts. However, to avoid losses the data 
should be transferred to a processor at a rate equal 
to the average digitizer input rates. The processor 
storage capacity should be very large even if only a 
fraction of the digitizer's range is used at a time. 
To cover only one millisecond of the time range, a 
storage capacity of 8 x 10 words would be required. 
In our case, only a 4,096-channel memory was available. 

The memory can sort out 12 bit data and display 
time spectra in the same way a pulse height analyzer 
does with the amplitude distributions. In the follow
ing examples the digitizer performance is shown for 
two stop pulse bursts. The processor memory has the 
access time of 5 us, keeping the continuous average 
event rate down at 2 x 10 /second. 

The measurement of 256 ns stop burst rates is shown 
in Fig. 5. A very stable 125 MHz oscillator was used 
as the frequency reference for a marker generator, pro
ducing 7.4 us long pulse bursts at 5 kHz repetition 
rate. The marker pulses were phase locked to the 
reference frequency, reducing the jitter between them 
to less than a few picoseconds. 

The waveforms photographed in Fig. 5 are fast NIM 
signals available from the digitizer for the external 
timing of input signals. Both the start and the stop 
input of the digitizer are fed the same marker pulses. 
At the point Start,, the Start Busy signal indicates 
that the digitizer accepted that marker pulse for the 
start, and the time counting is in progress. Start 
Busy returns to zero when the preset time range of 
T =7.4 us is over. The next following marker pulse 
initiates a new start cycle. The Stop Enable appears, as 
preset, 200 ns after the start. The stops can now be 
accepted until the end of the range. A Valid Stop out
put appears for each accepted stop pulse. During the 
Valid Stop no input pulse can be accepted. A stop 
deadtime of 200 ns was selected in Fig. 5. A total of 
28 stops is accepted in the interval between the Stop 
Enable and the end of the range. 

All available 4,096 channels of storage space would 
cover the range of only the first two stops. However, 
all the stops can be stored if the higher order bits 
(over 12) are dropped. To each subsequent stop a 
constant (64) was added, separating them on the display 
by 8 ns. The result is shown in Fig. 6 for three 
subsequent stops. 

All of them show exactly the same distribution. A 
jitter of about 50 ps can be estimated by the spread 
of the counts into the channels adjacent to each peak. 
The spread is caused by composite noise contribution 
of both the digitizer and the external circuitry. 

The operation of the digitizer at longer time ranges 
is shown in Fig. 7. A 50 MHz reference oscillator was 
used to generate precise 5.12 MS time markers, fed into 
both the start and the stop input of the digitizer. 
The range was preset to 184 ps, and 70 ps was enable 
time. Each burst had 21 stop pulses. Stop deadtime 
was preset to 2 ps in order to make the stops wide 
enough to be visible in the photograph. The resulting 
time distributions are shown in Fig. 8. Each channel 
is equivalent to 125 ps time increment. Each two adja
cent stop peaks should be separated by 40,096 channels, 
to reflect the real time scale. In order to make the 
presentation of the results convenient all of the 21 
stops were stored into the 4,096 channel memory by 
using only the first 12 bits of each stop. Since in 
that case all of the stops would coalesce into a single 
peak, they were digitally separated by adding 64 (i.e. 
8 ns) to each subsequent stop. The expanded scale of 
the Fig. 8A shows the time distribution of the three 
more distant stops. The total time spread of any stop 
peak amounts to about 100 ps. This includes the jitter 
of both the digitizer and the external circuits. Fig. 
8C gives an interesting information about the composite 
phase stability of both the digitizer and the marker 
generator (the individual contributions can not be 
directly separated). Stop No. 17 is placed in the 
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middle of the channel as indicated by the symmetry of 
the peak. The position of the peak shifts slightly 
from stop to stop. At the stop No. 10 the peak is 
evenly distributed into the two adiacent channels, in
dicating half a channel $2.5 ps) shift. If the fre
quency ratio of the Digitizer's 125 MHz reference oscilv 
lator and the 50 MHz marker generator reference were 
exactly 2.5, no shift of the stop pulses should occur. 
Therefore, the accumulated 62.5 ps shift over 7 stop 
intervals (covering 35 ps) indicates the difference 
between the two reference frequencies of about 
2 r. 6"6-

Fig. 9 shows the same setting as in Fig. 7 except 
for the reduced stop enable time. The number of stop 
pulses per burst has increased accordingly. In this 
case, the rate of the stop pulses exceeded the maximum 
rate at which they can be stored into the memory. The 
registers of the digitizer begin to fill up from the 
stop No. 14. The stop deadtimes are increased by the 
time the registers are busy. The loss of some stops 
results [seen as the blurred portion of the valid stop 
waveform in Fig. 9), Some of the stops are transferred 
into the memory during the stop enable time leaving 
only 13 stop slices tree at the beginning of each 
hurst. The distribution of the first 13 stops there
fore remains unchanged. Only three additional stops 
weie accepted out of 16 that actually appeared at the 
stop input of the digitizer during the interval between 
the stop No. 14 and the end of the range. 

Conclusions 
The digitizer was not tested so far in a time-of-

flight experiment. However, the laboratory measure
ments confirm the expected inherent stability of the 
digitizer due to the single interpolator being used 
at both the start and the stop of the measured time 
interval. Virtually no time drift was observed when 
a delay-line generated time interval was measured for 
several days. Also, no significant drift was observed 
when stop burst rate varied, again because the same 
interpolator processes both the start and stop events. 
Dual interpolation results in excellent averaging of 
measured intervals, permitting a large margin in mis
alignment of the interpolator before the time peak 
resolution is affected. Based on these results, one 
could build an even faster multiple stop digitizer by 
increasing the reference clock frequency to 250 MHz. 
The minimum stop deadtime would be reduced to 50 ns 
and the incremental resolution increased to 62.5 ps. 
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